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August is the lone month on our calendar without a holiday, but it brings something many 

Americans look forward to almost as much as Christmas – the return of football season. 

Football, in the South, brings a unique dining and libation experience known as “tailgating.” 

In Williamson County we are smack in the geographic epicenter of that tradition, surrounded 

with the heritage associated with our favorite teams. Even though football was played north 

of the Mason-Dixon line, the American South is credited for the invention of tailgating. 

Tailgating, as we know it, likely has its roots in Jacksonville, Florida where in 1933 the first 

neutral site game between the Universities of Florida and Georgia was played. Fans of both 

teams gathered for the excitement and the “Worlds Largest Cocktail Party” was born.

There are some elements in common wherever you go, but most schools have developed their 

own tailgating traditions, such as the “Volunteer Navy” pregame boat parties at the University 

of Tennessee, made possible by Neyland Stadium’s riverfront location; or the “Cockaboose” 

private rail party cars positioned on the railroad tracks near the University of South Carolina. 

Tailgating at “The Grove” at Ole Miss is considered to have an elegant high style of Southern 

gentility without compromising any of the fun at a place that boasts of “never losing a party.” 

Just down the road at Sewanee, on the beautiful campus of the University of the South, is tiny 

Hardee-McGee Field, which despite its three thousand seat capacity is regularly ranked as one 

of the best places to watch a football game. 
The uniqueness of the regions, set the schools apart with their own style of food and drinks. 

Georgia is known for its pimento cheese based recipes including a Pimento Cheese Reuben 

popularly served in squares at Atlanta Braves games. The phenomenon of tailgating isn’t 

merely relegated to just football. “Dingertown” at the College World Series in Omaha, 

Nebraska where our Vanderbilt Commodores have made two consecutive appearances, makes 

many lists as a great tailgating experience. Alabama and Texas A&M share a coaching heritage 

of the late Bear Bryant and a love of Barbecue. Alabama serves it Barbecue with white sauce 

Texas chooses red sauce. The electric anticipation of the game coupled with the camaraderie of the fans makes 

tailgating a uniquely fun and special experience. As you don your school colors and 

head down to the field, the following recipes will help assure you of being a winner 

at your tailgate party. Happy Tailgating,Daisy King

DINING WITH MISS DAISY
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Infused
in

ITALY
CELEBRATING THE FINAL DAYS OF SUMMER 

WITH LIGHT AND FRESH INFUSIONS 

summer slides into fall, I find myself savoring 

the flavors of the sunny season. I am truly 

enjoying the last of the peaches, squash and corn until they 

come again next June. Late summer tomatoes, fresh herbs 

and citrus fill the final hot weeks. As the days get shorter, I 

am craving quick and easy meals that are not only light and 

fresh but feel special and celebratory as we say goodbye to 

summer. 

Fresh and flavorful oil, spirit and water infusions are 

suddenly on my mind. Mason jars of fresh fruit, herbs 

and peppers line my kitchen counters steeping summer’s 

bounty in liquids so as to extract the essential flavors of 

the ingredients. The creators of The Mason Shaker’s latest 

cookbook, Infuse: Oil, Spirit, Water, boasts fun recipes like 

cucumber mint water, grapefruit tequila, berry hibiscus tea 

and garlic confit oil. 

One of my favorite summer dishes is a Caprese Salad—

heirloom tomatoes with fresh mozzarella and basil straight 

from the garden. What makes it even better? Finish it with 

basil infused oil and fresh cracked pepper and serve it with 

chilled Limoncello. 

What a better way to send-off summer than with two light 

and fresh Italian favorites? Cheers!

As
BY KATIE JACOBS
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SWEETSanibel
BY ANNA ROBERTSON

LIFESTYLE |  Come Fly With Me

“I cannot wait to have my toes in the sand.” 

This is the thought everyone has when they are 

awaiting their trip to the beach. This thought was at 

the forefront of my mind along with several others 

for my vacation to Sanibel Island this past month. 

Not only was I going to the beach – Yay! – But, I was 

going to a beach I had never visited before. Plans of 

exploring the area had me so ready for the trip, that 

I began planning all of the exciting adventures we 

could take while there. On top of all of that, we were 

going for a week. Seven full days of vacation. Seven 

days of being unplugged – or as unplugged as I am 

capable of being. I have a difficult time not checking 

email or “working” while off. I cannot tell you the last 

time I was on vacation for more than four days, so 

this was a treat, to say the least. 

I had heard so many things about Sanibel Island 

and the surrounding area, that I thought that even 

with seven days, we would not be able to take it all 

in. I was right. However, we sure did experience a lot 

while we were there. 

We stayed at Casa Ybel Beach Resort, which is located 

on the lower end of the island. It is beautiful. The 

resort held a very unique and timeless feel, with 23 

acres right on the Gulf of Mexico, a beachside pool, 

tennis courts, hammocks and our very own alligator 

dwelling pond. Our host warned us more than once 

not to venture to the resort pond at night, because 

there were alligators. Being the rule breaker I am, 

I strolled on down there at dusk and, sure enough, 

“Hello there, Mr. Alligator Casa Ybel.” He did not 

seem startled by my, or the others’, presence and 

gawking. It’s southern Florida…There are alligators. 

But, seeing them in person close up is different than 

knowing they are there. 

Our first adventure took us to Corey Billie’s Airboat 

Rides in Naples, where we cruised through the 

Florida Everglades. We learned about the tides, 

birds, trees and growth and, of course, saw a few 

alligators! We stopped at one part in only about a foot 

deep of water and some waded in the muddy bottom. 

I kept my seat on the airboat during this time, as I 

knew I could not outrun or outswim anything that 

might come after me in the water, even though our 

tour guide assured us that the gators did not come to 

those parts. It was a fun ride with beautiful scenery 

and wildlife. I would definitely recommend taking 

the  airboat everglades tour if you visit Southern 

Florida. 

Our next big, exciting adventure – and the highlight 

of the trip - was renting Harley-Davidsons for a 

couple of days from Six Bends Harley-Davidson in 

Fort Myers. This was, by far, the most impressive 

Harley-Davidson showroom and staff ever. We took 

a tour of the incredible 54,000 square foot facility, 

which included event space, a service department 

where you can watch the work being done from a 

display window, two levels of showroom views, an 

impressive riding academy, not to mention several 

additions coming in the near future with a hotel 

added to the grounds of Six Bends. They truly are 

creating a destination, not for just bikers, but for 

everyone. Owner, Scott Fischer, and his staff make 

it an experience when you are at Six Bends. At one 

point, a client had just bought a new motorcycle 

and the entire dealership lit up the showroom with 

clapping, shouting and Harley honking. It was a 

celebration for the entire dealership! 

DEMOGRAPHICS
CIRCULATION: 55,000+ Readers per issue

DISTRIBUTION: 10,000+ copies printed ten times 
per year in 300+ locations with complimentary 
racks and stacks; delivery multiple times per issue 
throughout Sumner and Davidson Counties, Florida's 
Gulf Coast and more. We also distribute at high end 
local events and unique added locations per issue.

ONLINE MAGAZINE: Est. 100,000 page views 
per issue. High traffic to websites for community 
news, calendar and photo purchase.                      

SOCIAL MEDIA & E-NEWSLETTER: est.15,0000-
20,000 reach weekly. 

READERSHIP
EDUCATION:  POST GRADUATE DEGREE
MEDIAN AGE:  35-55 (45% MALES, 55% FEMALES)
MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME:  $150,000+
MEDIAN NET WORTH:  $550,000+

YOUR Sumner features the communities of  Hendersonville, 
Goodlettsville, Portland, Westmoreland, Whitehouse, Gallatin 
and all the areas in between! A beautiful area with lakeside 

living, a thriving suburban community with unparalleled growth 
in retail, real estate and more, this booming area comprises both 
the new and the historic amidst a gorgeous landscape. Located just 
outside of Davidson County and the entertainment and industry 

mecca of Nashville, Tennessee, Sumner 
County is a burgeoning area of exciting 
growth and time honored history. The 
magazine features all things Sumner 
and strives to provide content both 
relevant and interesting to the local 
reader and beyond. The magazine 
reaches a target demographic of 
affluent and educated residents who 
are reflective of one of the wealthiest 
counties in the state and country. 

Emphasis is placed on community 
wide events and sponsorships to 
support and promote local charities 
and organizations.
The magazine is printed on high 
quality stock with a newsstand gloss 
and size appropriate to a high-end 
lifestyle publication reminiscent of 
Town & Country and Garden & Gun. 
It is distributed throughout the county 
in hundreds of monthly rack locations 
as well as in major grocery stores. 
Part of the YOUR Sumner brand is the 
comprehensive community website at 

www.yoursumner.com. All Sumner. All the time. This resource 
for locals and out of towners alike, provides an all encompassing 
place to get information on events, business activities, news and 
where to go and what to do. With daily online content as well as 
the current magazine features – you will get an inside look at what 
makes Sumner County great and have access to a Community 
Calendar with links and the ability to post your own event at the 

YOUR Community Magazines brought to your by Robertson Media Group:

Every place has a story to tell and we are here to tell yours! We publish community 
magazines reflecting the unique fabric of small to midsize communities in the 
south. In these Distinctively Southern Places, RMG tells the story of the places 

and people that make a community a home. With the four tenets of LIFESTYLE – 
COMMUNITY – BUSINESS – SOCIAL setting the tone for each magazine, RMG 
and its offering of these niche marketing tools for upper income and thriving areas, is 
about Being Community Minded in all ways. 

click of a button! Photo galleries with 
pics from events are also online. Sign 
up for our weekly e-newsletters and 
stay in the know!

Our publications can be powerful tools 
for branding and marketing within a 
specific, localized area but to a strategic 
and concentrated audience of true buyers and potential customers. 
Contact us for more information at  
info@robertsonmediagroup.com.
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RETHINK THE 
LITTLE BLACK DRESS

BAR III® Crop Top $69.50Faux leather skirt $49.50

BAR III® $32.50 

I•N•C 
INTERNATIONAL CONCEPTS®$69.50 

THALIA SODI
$99.50 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY ADAM SANNER
STYLING BY KATIE RUSHTON

ALL ITEMS COURTESY OF BELK, 
COOLSPRINGS GALLERIA

LIFESTYLE |  Fashionable You

BUT NOT FOR KINDERGARTEN!



WHY ADVERTISE

This is YOUR premiere social, community, business and 
lifestyle publication for Sumner County residents. Why 
should you advertise? Here are a few of the most important 

reasons why we are one of the most beneficial marketing tools you 
invest in:

1High print quality reflective of well known national newsstand 
publications, with your business image as a top priority. 

2Concentrated and strategic circulation and distribution; 
putting the magazine directly in the hands of YOUR ideal 

target demographic.

3Relevant and interesting LOCAL content. Our writers will be 
from your community, writing about people, organizations and 

things you know and care about; what our readers care about. 

4Customized marketing plans and packages designed to meet 
your business needs and with consultation from sales and 

marketing professionals who know how to make your investment 
be lasting impactful. 

5Multiple platforms to advertise including print, online, social 
media, e-newsletters, vanity racks, event partnerships and more. 

Partner with YOUR Sumner to promote your business and let 
us do the rest! Let’s exceed YOUR expectations together!

Email us at sales@yoursumner.com for more 
information on how you can put YOUR business in 

the hands of your target demographic!
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FULL PAGE:   
BLEED: 9.25 x 11.125   
TRIM: 9 x 10.875    
SAFE: 8.5 x 10.375

1/2 VERTICAL:  
BLEED: 4.625 x 11.125   
TRIM: 4.375 x 10.875   
SAFE: 3.875 x 10.375

1/2 HORIZONTAL:  
BLEED: 9.25 x 5.5625   
TRIM: 9 x 5.3125   
SAFE: 8.5 x 4.8125

1/3 VERTICAL:  
BLEED: 3.25 x 11.125   
TRIM: 3 x 10.875   
SAFE: 2.5 x 10.375

1/3 HORIZONTAL:  
BLEED: 9.25 x 3.875   
TRIM: 9 x 3.625   
SAFE: 8.5 x 3.125

1/4 ISLAND:   
BLEED: N/A    
TRIM: 4.25 x 5.1875   
SAFE: 4 x 4.9375

AD MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR DESIGN
We only accept EPS or vector files for logos. Otherwise, 
logos and all photographs should be high resolution .jpg 
or .tif files, 300 dpi or higher, preferably non-flattened 
files. No logos or photos can be pulled from 
websites. Hard copy material may be submitted for 
scanning if appropriate size & 300 dpi.

CUSTOMER SUPPLIED ADS
Ads that are submitted camera ready must follow 
guidelines, or they will be sent back. No changes 
will be made to ads once they are submitted to 
the magazine. We accept flattened PDF files only with 
fonts embedded or converted to outlines. All color ads 
must be submitted in CMYK format at 300 dpi or higher. 
We cannot accept Microsoft Publisher, Word, or any 
other non-design program files. Up to three proofs will 
be provided at no charge. Additional charges will 
apply for over 3 proofs and purchased stock images 
or photography requests. See sales person for 
details and pricing

IMPORTANT: All text must remain within the safe 
area guidelines, or it will be cut off.  When exporting 
files, USE ONLY BLEED. DO NOT EXPORT WITH 
CROP MARKS OR BLEED MARKS.

ALL RATES ARE NET

AD RATES

AD SPECS

$500/PER YEAR. Special rates in bulk. Vanity racks in high traffic, high 
end, target demographic locations throughout Sumner County. Priced so 
unbelievably - YOU WILL BUY 10! Reserve yours TODAY!

VANITY RACKS:

AD SIZE 10x 5x 1x

1/4 island, 1/3 v/h 365 500 635

1/2 v/h 555 800 965

Full 1150 1425 1650

Back Cover 1950 2225 2475

Inside Cover 1650 1950 2200

Column Sponsor  
            full page 650 800 950 
           half page 300 500 650

All advertising deadlines are the 20th of the month 
prior to the month of publication. Content and 

editorial subject to change.



...AND DON'T FORGET

Use our online magazine 
for daily and weekly news 
and information – weekly 

e-blasts to promote your events 
and special sales; post events and 
find out what is happening in the 
community with our Community 
Calendar; download and purchase 
party pics; partner with us on a 
community event sponsorship, 
our annual Fairways Fore the 
Community Golf Tournament 
for Scholarship or one of our 
monthly  networking soc ia l s . 
Even create your own marketing 
opportunity and event and integrate YOUR Sumner’s numerous promotional 
platforms into the mix for a win win! Contact sales@yoursumner.com today.

WINTER
Middle Tennessee 
Bridal Guide
** on stands January 15th

AUGUST
Health & 
Wellness Guide

MARCH
Eat, Drink & 
Be Merry 

SEPTEMBER
Real Estate & 
Home

MAY
An Issue for the 
Ladies

NOVEMBER
Business in 
Sumner County

SUMMER
The Gentleman's 
Edition
** on stands June 15th

DECEMBER
Celebrate the 
Holidays

APRIL
Home & Garden
Spring Fashion

OCTOBER
Fall Fashion  
Philanthropy

WEBSITE SPONSOR BANNER: $1000 (556 x 94 pixels)

WEBSITE SLIDER SPONSOR: $500 (326 x 300 pixels)

HOME PAGE BANNER AD: $400 (703 x 88 pixels)

HOME PAGE SIDEBAR AD: $250 (326 x 183 pixels)

SECONDARY SECTIONS:  
 BANNER AD: $300 (703 x 88 pixels) 
 SIDEBAR AD: $150 (326 x 183 pixels)

WEEKLY EBLAST SPONSOR: $350 (397 x 149 pixels)

E-BLAST BANNER: $150 monthly (250 x 125 pixels)

Website ad pricing  
and placement: 

all prices are monthly 
for web and weekly 

or per issue for 
e-newsletters. 

Discounts may 
apply to long-term 

commitments

FACEBOOKE-BLAST

WEBSITE

2016 EDITORIAL CALENDAR
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